New Cal Poly students are excited to begin their Week of Welcome at a rally to launch the orientation period before the start of the 2012 fall quarter. (Photo by Brittany App)
With the help of their families, new students moved into Cal Poly's residence halls in preparation for WOW and the start of the new academic year. (Photo by Brittany Aop)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-you games at the WOW-o-Rama event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)
WOWies clean up Avila Beach as part of the Week of Welcome’s two service days. (Photo by Laura Dickinson)
President Jeffrey D. Armstrong helps a motivational speaker get WOWics excited for their week and the new academic year. (Photo by Brittany App)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-yos games at the WOW-o-Rama event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)
WOWise march through campus on their way to a rally to be assigned to their WOW groups. (Photo by Brittany App)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-you games at the WOW-a-Rama event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)
New Cal Poly students are excited to begin their Week of Welcome at a rally to launch the orientation period before the start of the 2012 fall quarter. (Photo by Brittany App)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-yo games at the WOW-e-Rama event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)
President Jeffrey D. Armstrong lent a helping hand to students and family members moving into residence halls to start WOW. (Photo by Brittany App)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-yo games at the WOW-a-Rama event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)
WOWies help paint a wall in the Habitat for Humanity ReStore building during one of WOW's two service days. (Photo by Laura Dickinson)
WOWies took part in a slew of fun get-to-know-ya games at the WOWie Rams event. (Photo by Laura Dickson)